Thiagu's Blog-Indian Equity Market analysis-18 Nov 20
Current monetary policy is like the behavior of a reckless driver racing a vehicle at two hundred
miles per hour, looking at the rearview mirror and thinking, “We have not crashed yet, let’s
accelerate.”
Equity markets can be likened to a trailer latched on to that vehicle and are cheering the speed
with which the driver is driving the vehicle. So the momentum of the trailer depends on the
mood of the driver.
One of the unusual things about this economic downturn is that business inventories have
collapsed, with the ratio of business inventories-to-sales still near an all-time low in September.
That stands in sharp contrast to the situation following the Great Recession when inventories
rose sharply relative to sales. This is important because the very low level of inventories means
there could be far more upward pressure on inflation than normal
It is now looking like a more distinct possibility following the vaccine news in recent weeks.
Higher inflation could push bond yields higher and the monetary policy makers may turn the
other way as they don’t want to see inflation right now.
There are always detrimental impacts for "growth" stocks much like we have seen in recent
weeks.
Optimism in equity markets - especially in the weakest economies-is currently elevated and
from a contrarian perspective that argues for near-term caution.
S&P 500 is currently up 10.5% in November.
Only 1928 saw a larger gain during this month (+11.99%). In another weird observation,
pandemic began on Friday 13th and possibly must have exhausted itself on the next Friday,
13th.
Technically 3558 continues to define the support below which hell breaks loose. So long above
3558, the base case continues to be that of back and forth rallies with very minimum conviction
Nifty broke past 12769 and made a historic high yesterday. The index is reluctantly passing time
and unwilling to sell off and just waiting for a positive noise from. Some corner of the world to try
going higher - these are the classic behavior of a 5th wave extension. For now, break below
12770 to see 12427. Upside beyond 12868 today should not sustain.

